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Hosting Report 

Island Rivers Partnership is hosted by Natural Enterprise, part of Island 2000 Trust. Funding 

is provided by DEFRA, who set all Catchment Hosts the following objectives: 

 Further develop your shared catchment action plan  

 Work with the Defra group to agree priorities for the catchment partnership that are 
based on environmental data, investment programmes and local data and 
information. Also share evidence, knowledge and experience. 

 Participate in a joint evaluation of the catchment partnership to identify capability 
and capacity across the country. 

 Supply information regarding planned actions and enhancements made to water 
bodies during the year through delivery of your partnerships actions. 

 

The Island Rivers Steering Group met on three occasions – 20th June 2017; 3rd October 2017 

and 6th February 2018. The main priorities were to agree and publish the Island Rivers 

Catchment Plan, and to prioritise projects for the forthcoming Water Environment Grant 

(WEG). Details and the application window for WEG funding were considerably delayed and 

led to several cancellations of proposed meetings between October and February. 

The Island Rivers Catchment Plan was agreed at the October 2017 meeting and published on 

the Island Rivers website http://www.islandrivers.org.uk/island-rivers/island-rivers-

catchment-plan/ . As well as setting the strategy for Isle of Wight Rivers, the Catchment Plan 

includes a summaries of past, on-going and aspirational projects. It also included an Activity 

Plan for the remaining of 2017/8 (please see following page).  

No projects were submitted to the EA for funding within 2017-2018 as the WEG programme 

opened late. Three projects were submitted in May 2018. 

A volunteer helped us to develop our social media strategy. As a result we increased the 

number of likes on Facebook from 75 to 197 in this period. Posts are made at least three 

times a week, and followers regularly engage, contributing photographs and reporting 

issues. 

We regularly engage with IWC regarding planning applications. The rethink of the Island 

Plan has delayed the work we had been doing regarding the now defunct Area Action Plans, 

but it still envisaged that it can be incorporated. 

The AONB, supported by the Wildlife Trust have successfully facilitated the formation of an 

Eastern Yar Farming Cluster Group. 

A newsletter was distributed to 208 people then on the Island Rivers distribution list. It was 

also published on the website and Facebook.  

The Island Rivers website was completed in March 2018 and there were 1,400 visitors in the 
last quarter. Volunteers helped by contributing to the considerable photo gallery, which is a 
useful resource. 
 

http://www.islandrivers.org.uk/island-rivers/island-rivers-catchment-plan/
http://www.islandrivers.org.uk/island-rivers/island-rivers-catchment-plan/


Activity 
SG 

Lead 
S O N D D F M 2018 

Partnership Development                   

Submit Projects to EA for funding PT                 

Develop social media plan  CF                 

Liaise with IW Council re Island Plan CF / PT                 

Facilitation of Farm Cluster – E Yar RG                 

Sign off Catchment Plan All                 

Newsletter CF                 

Complete IR website CF                 

Review Activity Plan All                 

                    

Project Development & Delivery                   

Plaish hydrology investigations (A5) MP                 

Flow resilience / fish passge on Lukely Brook (A3) MP                 

Dodnor Creek Heritage (A7) CF                 

Sediment reduction and management on Upper E 
Yar 

PT                 

River restoration project on E  Yar – Langford 
Bridge & Horringford Bridge fish easement 
construction 

JM                 

River restoration project on E Yar – Alverstone Mill 
consultation and planning 

JM                 

Investigate Havenstreet issues PT                 

 

Most of the above project activities are included and further discussed in the following 

section. With regards to Havenstreet, EA investigations continued into the source of 

phosphate pollution. 

 



Summary of Achievements 

Gateway to the East 

Lead Partners: Wildlife Trust, EA, Down to the Coast 

Description: Use of active river restoration techniques to improve 

Fish passage and create hydromorphological changes that will 

diversify in-channel and marginal habitats and help bring to good 

ecological status as well as connecting rivers with their floodplain 

between Horringford and Alverstone. 

2017/8 Activities: 2 fish easements were installed on the Eastern 

Yar at Horringford and Langbridge, and a study was commissioned 

into opportunities in the vicinity of Alverstone Weir. 

The works include the installation of timber baffles onto concrete 

sills under bridges and the construction of downstream rock ramps 

or pre-barrage weirs to overcome excessively shallow and fast-

flowing sections of the river. 

 

Wetland Restoration 

Lead Partners: Wildlife Trust, Down to the Coast  

Description: Improvement and restoration of 

wetland sites in the E. Yar Valley including 

floodplain grazing marsh, wet fens and reedbeds. 

Restoration will help maintain and enhance the 

quality of the existing wetland resource and 

improve habitat connectivity, reducing the effects 

of habitat fragmentation and isolation.  

2017/8 Activities: Habitat improvements at 
Sandown Meadows, Morton Common and the 
Donkey Sanctuary.  
Morton Marsh is 10.5 hectares of wetland on the River Yar at Adgestone acquired by the 
Hampshire and Isle of Wight Wildlife Trust. Its acquisition is the final piece of the jigsaw that 
secures an unbroken 8km stretch of the Eastern Yar from Langbridge to Bembridge Harbour 
in conservation management. Currently the Trust are working with local conservation 
volunteers to address 20 years of disuse and neglect and restore the site to a functioning 
fen meadow. This includes clearing riverside trees and scrub, renovating derelict drainage 
ditches and creating new ponds. Already the improvements are paying dividends with Snipe 
and Jack snipe spotted on the site and Glossy ibis heard overhead. Furthermore, it is hoped 
the enhancements will encourage local water vole populations to colonise the restored 
ditches. 
 



Invasive Non-Native Species Activities 
Lead Partners: Natural Enterprise, Down to the Coast 
 
Description: Intensive Control of Himalayan Balsam in Eastern Yar 
catchment and Medina / Merstone and control of Japanese 
Knotweed on Lukely Brook and Wroxall Stream. Additional control 
of Creeping Water Primrose, Water Fern and monitoring of New 
Zealand Stonecrop. 
 
2017/8 Activities: A Himalayan Balsam management plan has been 

developed that prioritises sites according to conservation value 

and their potential to infect further sites downstream. Previously 

treated sites are showing considerable improvements with both a 

reduction in HB density and an increase in biodiversity. The 

majority of HB control was by volunteers – 2250 hours of pulling and scything, with paid 

contractors contributing a further 850 hours. A Master’s Student assessed the effectiveness 

of pulling versus scything and different months of control in terms of regrowth and 

biodiversity. Increasing number of reports of Japanese Knotweed (JKW). It is not clear 

whether this is because (i) It is increasing in coverage (ii) it has been a particularly good 

growing year (iii) there is much greater awareness and recognition. A ‘summit’ was held to 

discuss solutions. 

 

Catchment Sensitive Farming 

Lead Partners: Wildlife Trust, Environment Agency, Natural England 

Project Description: Farm advice to minimise impact of nitrates, phosphates, pesticides to 

surface and ground water. 

2017/8 Activities: In all 56 farms were visited (see table below).  
 

No. Farms  No. Farm visits Advice given Catchment  

56 

 

 

58 General advice – 6 

HLS – 1 

HT – 1 

MT – 23 

Farmscoper – 25 

Bathing Water – 3 

CSF Audit - 18 

South-west – 2 

Palmers Brook – 1 

North-east – 4 

Medina – 5 

Thorley Brook – 0 

West Yar – 2 

North-west – 3 

East Yar – 40 

 Target = 40   55 Farms within Target Area 

 
The Wight Farm Business Event 2018 was held with a focus on Soil Management & Cover 
Cropping – including a talk on “Improving soil health using on-farm options – including cover 



crops’ and a stand to inform delegates about the 
advisory service on offer and arrange any subsequent 
1:2:1 visits. The Southern Water Bathing Water 
Project investigated opportunities to reduce (bovine 
derived) FIO levels. 
 
A Farmscoper survey has been undertaken and the 
results of this will steer the ongoing programme of 
work to reduce nitrate levels from diffuse pollution in 
the East Yar River Sub-catchment. A contract for 24 
soil sampling & nutrient management plan visits was 
commissioned and the reports completed with some 
follow up recommendations for manure testing. 
 

Alverstone Peat Restoration Project 
Lead Partners: Natural Enterprise, Environment 
Agency, Natural England 
 
Description: Scrub and water control management 
to restore SSSI unit with Eastern Yar catchment. 
 
2017/8 Activities: This is a rare peat deposit in south 
east England, but its peat- and wetland was 
deteriorating due to encroaching scrub, and an inability to manage water levels. The Water 
Level Management Plan review identified management objectives.  Clearance of willow, 
scrub and water-courses started this work. 
 
Rosemary Lane 
Lead Partners: Natural Enterprise, Isle of Wight Council, Environment Agency 
 
Description: Works to reduce diffuse pollution to Monktonmead Brook. 
 
2017/8 Activities: Monktonmead Brook intersects 

with Rosemary Lane, a very old thoroughfare which 

at the point of intersection has footpath status. The 

lane, although adequate as a footpath was in a poor 

state of repair. It also has a sharp gradient. This has 

led to a large of amount of erosion and gullying of 

surface materials and water in to, and around 

Monktonmead Brook.The project captured the 

water, diverting as much as possible into the 

adjacent woodland and slowing the rest down, to remove the loose material deposited in 

and around the watercourse and re-surfaced the lane with a more stable material.  

 

 



Newport Rivers Fly-tipping 

Lead Partners: Natural Enterprise, Isle of Wight Council, Environment Agency 

Description: Direct engagement with householders and small-scale works to clear dumped 

rubbish and reduce future opportunities for dumping 

2017/8 Activities: On Lukely Brook the issue was 

dumping large items close to Westminster Grill which 

has a record of blocking and causing flooding. We had 

a fair idea where the source of the fly-tipping was – 

from a riverine owner. Therefore we pursued a 

course of activities including letter drops to all 

adjacent households, and door-knocking at targeted 

households by IW Council officers. The problem 

ceased after this. On Pan Stream it was more likely 

that the culprits were not local. We cleared the area, engaged with local people and made 

some alterations to access to make it more tricky to dump larger items. 

 

Meanders and Reflections 

Lead Partners: Natural Enterprise, IW Ramblers, Down to the Coast 

Project Description: Restoration of the Yar River Trail and additional links from Shanklin and 

Ventnor. Improvements to footpath across Yar Floodplain. 

2017/8 Activities: Completion of works to improve the 

Yar River Trail between Brading’s historic Old Quay 

Wall and the 18th century Bembridge Windmill. The 

Trail is one of the Island’s most popular walking 

routes and this improved 2 mile section offers 

unrivalled opportunities for walkers to enjoy the 

wide open expanse and rich wildlife of Brading 

Marshes and the atmospheric woodlands of 

Centurions Copse. The RSPB owned Marshes are an 

internationally important wetland habitat and 

feeding ground for over-wintering wildfowl and waders. Extensive resurfacing works 

required several hundred tonnes of Island chalk and mean that this wonderful landscape 

can now be enjoyed in all weathers. In addition, the signage and milestones of the Yar River 

Trail were audited and renewed and revised where necessary. Activities also included a 

number of walks within the rivers of East Wight. 

 

 

 



Lukely Brook Enhancements and Plaish Meadow Investigation  

Lead Partners: Southern Water, Newport Rivers Group 

Project Description: Lukely Brook is a chalk groundwater fed 

stream and groundwater abstraction depletes flows in the Brook. 

Carisbrooke Mill Pond and Waterworks Pond designated as Sites 

of Importance for Nature Conservation (SINC). The project aims to 

enhance the river by enabling fish passage over structures that 

prevent migration, ▪ Enabling fish passage allows fish to move to 

new areas when water levels are low and isolated populations to 

merge. Plaish Meadows is also designated as a SINC and the 

investigation assesses the impact of the full licenced abstraction 

on flows in the Lukely Brook and levels in Plaish Meadows.  

Activities 2017/8: With regards to Lukely Brook enhancements, 

five proposals were original made and these have been 

investigated and screened. Three projects now remain, 

enhancements to the sluice structure at Carisbrooke Mill Pond, 

enabling fish passage at Carisbrooke Waterworks by routing water 

down Spring Lane and amending the sluice at the pond and 

enabling fish passage at Wellington Road. Plaish investigations have involved coring and 

monitoring. Southern Water has been working with local landowners throughout. 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 

 

 


